Barrel
The calorimeter is composed of one barrel and two endcap sections In the barrel, there are 44 rings of crystals, each with 120 crystals. Each endcap consists of 6 rings The entire calorimeter has 6240 CsI(Tl) crystals Typical size of crystal: − The front face is ~5cm × 5cm − The rear face is ~ 6.5cm × 6.5cm − The length of all crystals is 28cm the crystals are suspended from the support girder, i.e. without supporting wall between crystals , in order to minimize the dead areas and gaps between the crystals.
Converting ADC counts into energy (MeV)
Here ADC i is subtracted Pedestal and calibrated by electronics , C i is the calibration constants Cosmic ray calibration -There are not the absolute energy calibration in the Lab. before crystals installation into the container -And only there are the relative light yield data. -So we do the initial calibration using cosmic ray without magnetic field, the cosmic data taken during the BESIII detector joint debugging -The initial calibration constants will be as input of the first bhabha calibration Bhabha calibration − The crystals have different light yields and different uniformities − the light yield and uniformity change with time through the radiation damage − And some factors cause the change of the light output, and so on. − So counter-by-counter calibration is executed using Bhabha events, in order to achieve more accurate c i In BESIII detector, the cosmic data is mainly µ lepton, and its momentum is basically lager than 1GeV，so we may suppose that the deposited energy is proportional to the depth through CsI crystal. Check the ADC(MeV) distribution for every crystal • The black dot is the results of the cosmic calibration.
• The blue dot is the results of the first Bhabha calibration.
• First Bhabha calibration was very successful based on the cosmic calibration constants. In lab, calibrate to the MC expected energy 13
